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Project details 

85 Westminster Street East Victoria Park

The project site is situated at 85 Westminster Street East Victoria Park. The site is a one in a hundred-year soak, I 
have noted that the Town of Victoria Park have shown great initiatives in improving the streetscape and amenity for 
residents in creating great spaces in other locations in similar soaks throughout the local council.

The site is a one in a hundred-year soak, I have noted that the Town of Victoria Park have shown great initiatives in 
improving the streetscape and amenity for residents in creating great spaces in other locations in similar soaks 
throughout the local council. Currently the site is full of weeds and poorly maintained which impacts on the 
surrounding streetscape. I am no expert in what plants or amenities would be suitable for the location, however I 
would imagine that planting some native species would help with weed control, streetscape and provide benefit to 
surrounding fauna. Currently the fence is set forward on the property which may inhibit the installation of amenities 
however if this is able to be moved backwards, I believe that the local residents would love to have a play area such 
as a swing or similar as there are many children currently living in close proximity to the site. I also imagine that if 
the site was planted with natives, then the ongoing maintenance for the council would be minimal.|

Currently the site is full of weeds and poorly maintained which impacts on the surrounding streetscape. I am no 
expert in what plants or amenities would be suitable for the location, however I would imagine that planting some 
native species would help with weed control, streetscape and provide benefit to surrounding fauna. Currently the 
fence is set forward on the property which may inhibit the installation of amenities however if this is able to be 
moved backwards, I believe that the local residents would love to have a play area such as a swing or similar as 
there are many children currently living in close proximity to the site. I also imagine that if the site was planted with 
natives, then the ongoing maintenance for the council would be minimal.|

Depending on the available area the cost I believe would not be substantial, i am not familiar with the cost of 
procurement and installation of native plants or play equipment such as swings. In saying this i would be happy with 
whatever the budget can afford to be done with the site. |

I am happy to contribute my time and help with the initial care of the space whilst it is being established. I am happy 
to help in any way possible to make this happen.
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